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Special Section on Dynamic Spectrum Sharing for Future Wireless Systems

Wireless communications will put its position not only for personal and business communications but as the basis of the future society called “Society 5.0.” In the future, wireless systems are used in every layer of the society, such as city, factory, transportation, supply chain, agriculture, etc. However, growing demand for wireless systems requires much more frequency spectrum resources and we are facing shortage of the necessary spectrum. Spectrum sharing has great potential to achieve efficient use of the spectrum. In radio regulations, however, frequency spectra are assigned separately to individual services, which makes spectrum sharing between services not common. Dynamic spectrum sharing (DSS) techniques make it possible to assign spectrum resources flexibly among different services and improve spectrum efficiency by reducing vacant spectrum. The DSS techniques have been developed worldwide and some of them have already launched or will soon start. In order to establish more efficient DSS system, studies of new and effective DSS techniques should be pursued. It is the best opportunity at this point of time to share the state-of-the-art research results on DSS, investigate its feasibility and recognize further issues. In this special section, 12 papers were submitted and 7 papers including 2 invited papers were accepted for publication. I hope this special section can provide deep and wide understanding among readers and stimulate the research & development of DSS.
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